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A b s t r a c L  A theoretical approach to the problem of intelligent regulation of data-pro- 
~ssing parameters is proposed in terms of joint probability maximization. It is shown 
that, under suitable hypotheses, the problem can be solved by maximizing, ill a distributed 
way, the product of computation,ally more tractable conditional probabilities. As a case 
study, the implementation of an architecture made up of four milts is investigated. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Image understanding ~ can be represented according to three principal phases: low-level lXO- 

cessing, feature extraction and descriptive primitives grouping, and high-level reasolmig [HRI]. Each of 
these phases may affect the goodness of final results. Little has been proposed in the literature for the 
adaptive regulation of pr(r.e&~g lxuameters. The nearer and main effort has been that of I-lmtsou and 
Riseman which designed VISIONS [HR2], a IZalowledge Based (.KB) system able for recognizing 3D ob- 
jects, supervising low-level processing phases. However, this approach is neilher dynamic (i.e., it may 
only be operated after the end of an interpretation cycle), nor distributed (i.e., it is based on the interpreta- 
tion phase, and not on the knowledge available to each local low-level processing unit). In this paper, we 
p ~ t  a distributed algorithm for adaptively regulating image-processing parameters at multiple levels: 
at each level, the loss of information occurring while mapping data input into local data representation is 
minimized. The stone regulalion strategy is applied to any level, so allowing the design of a general proto- 
type for the regulation module. This prototypical inference engine is specialized at each level, in accor- 
dance with the different peculiarities oftbe processing units. Processing-parameter regulation is based on 
evaluations of local data quality, and is performed by mapping quality features into the acttud values of 
the Ixwamelers to be regulated. Results on a set of indoor hrtages ,'u~e wovidcd ill o~der to assess ihe v~did- 
it), of the p r o ~  approach. 

2 P r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t  
In some applications, the architecture of an image understanding system can be represented as a singly 

connected network (Fig.l) to which distributed problem-solving teclmiques, using probabilistic r ~ z f i n g  
as an inference lxu'adigm, can be efficiently applied [Pel]. According to this model, each node of the 
network is associated with a variable to be estimated, and is comlected with parent and son nodes by bidi- 
rectional communication channels. An intermediate (not terminal) node can receive two types of mes- 
sages: the evidence X, that is, the information coming flom lower level nodes, and the expectation rr., 
coming from parent ~rxles. If x i is the variable to be estimated by the i-th node, a Belief functioti [Pel] 

can be defined as: BEL(xi)=ct.L(xi).n(xi), where ct is a normalizing constant. By maximizing BEL ovex 

all received messages, the kxally optimum x i value can be obtained. Moreover, messages based on the 

new variable settings can be computed and propagated to the neighboming nodes hi a distributed fashion. 
When the estimation of the optimal variables is achieved, a stable status is reached (i.e., no message is 

* This work was carried out and supported within the fnunework of the MOBIUS project (no. MAST-0028-C), which 
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present in the network). Different kinds of messages can be used, depending on the type of problem con- 
sidemd. In the used case of Belief Revision (BR) [Pel], the optimization criterion is the Most Probable 
Explanation (MPE), which is a generalization of the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) probability criterion. 
By using this criterion, the joint probability ofx i is made explicit by using the Bayes nile: 

Pr(x i]e)=maXxi,xi, xi+Pr(xiJxi).Pr(xi).Pr(xi.Jxi)=13.maXxi~k(xi).~xi).~(xi) (1) 

where ~xi)=maxxi.Pr(xiJxi), rc(xi)=maXxi+Pr(xiJxi), ~(xi)=Pr(xi), and xi_, xi+ are lower and Ifigher levels 

variables, respectively. In our application, each node is considered as a virtual sensor whose "acquisition" 
phase depends on specific sets of parameters, and which produces an oulput representation to be sent to 
higher-level modules. The status of each module can be identified by the set of parameters Pi regulathlg 

the k~al transformation process. This means that, once the w.al scene (do) to be considered has Ix~n 

fixed, the datum considered as input at each level i, d i, with i;~0, can be univcr.ally determined if the 

parameters Pj, j<i are known. As a consequence, by estimating tlie optimal set of processing p,'umneters, 

an optimal set of image representations d i can be obtained. If we pose x=P, we can write equation (1) as: 

max pi{Pr(Pi) [max Pi_lPr(Pi_l/Pi)] [max pi+lPr(Pi+l/Pi)] } = max Pi {qt(Pi) ~k(Pi) x(Pi)} 
The BU message ;L is computed by the lower level module, and indicates the op~nal condilional prob- 

ability distribution for each Pi-I when the conditioning factor is Pi. The TD rc message represents an anal- 

ogous disllibution: it is computed by the higher-level module, and indicates the optimal COladitional-prob- 
ability distribution for each P~q when the conditio~lg factor is Pi ~ The term ~,represents local regul;wiz- 

ing knowledge for the optimization of the l~.al status variable Pi. This amounts to defumlg default pa- 

rameter values (specific for each level) that are usually expected to give good iecal results. Depending on 
higher- and lower-level status, further kr.al tunings may become necessary to improve the quality of the 
global data flow in the processing chain. The same reasoning mechaJfism can be extended directly to the 
SlmCe-varying case by performing regulation-parameter tunings to improve p,'ulicular subimages di~a~e- 
garding possible effects on the rest of the image. By applying the MPE criterion to all the subwindows 
separately, the ~ data quality at all levels of abstraction may be obtained for each subwindow. 

3 D E S C R I F r l O N  O F  T H E  R E G U L A T I O N  M O D U L E  P R O T O T Y P E  
The functioning of a generic module [MRI] includes two phases: fusL the quality of a locally a-,ms- 

formed datum is estimated; then, on the basis of this quality evaluation, processing par, uneters are modi- 
fied. At the generic level i, a transformation is applied to the datum provided by the lower level, say di. 1, 

and is regulated by the vector of parameters Pi, thus producing the local datum di: di=Ti(di.l,Pi). AS lower 

level datum is held fixed at the BU solution proposed by lower level module, local datum may be ex- 
pressed in terms of solely local parameters di=Si(Pi). Quality memaues qij are computed for a datum by us- 

ing the quality ftmctions gij: qij=gij(di)=gij(S(Pi)), where, j=l,...,Ni, and N i is the number of quality mea- 

sures at level i. A weighted cost function is used to obtain a single value, Qi, indicating the global degree 

of quality of the image (or of the sub-image): the datum is considered to be of poor quality if the cost 
value is high. By analogy to Gibbs models, the cost ftmction is associated with the probability distribution 
of local regulation parameters, and is hflicated as a datum "energy". Hence, a suitable criterion to achieve 
the ~s t  quality is to minimize the datum energy. The cost function at level i is expw.,ssod as (see Fig.2): 

Qi = Ni _ Ni _ ~j~lwijfij(gij(Si(Pi)) ) _ Qi0ai) Zj~lWi/ij(qij)" Zj~lWi/ij(gij(Oi) ) _ Ni 
where fij(qij) are the functions that penalize the terms far from the optimal ones, accor~ig to the type of 

quality parameter qij, and wij are the weights associated with all the terms: they both represent a ~,.aling 

factor for mapping quality measurements into a single measure space, and for exploiting their meaning- 
fulness in the global quality assessment formulation. The 7 term can be computed by ushlg the Gibbs 
model as: 
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3(P.~=Pr{Pi}=(Zi)'l.exp(-Qi(Pi)), where Z i is the partition function at level i. In this way, in absence of in- 

put messages, the parameter which gives the highest quality, is regarded as being the most probable on 
the basis of the local regularizing knowledge. Every module propagates a BU evaluated dalum (a datum 
associated with its "energy"): on the basis of  this message, the receiving module can compute a proper ;L 

as: X(Pi) = (Zi) -1. exp(-Umi(Pi)), k/Pi, where mi=Di(Qi_l(Pi.l)) is a function mapping, by means of the dis- 

cretization process Di, lhe le.~'ll energy values Qi-I in the number m i. Such munher is selected in a discrete 

set (m i ~ { 1,..,Mi} ) and a d ~  the probability distribution at level i, according to the quality assess- 

ment at level i-l, Umi(Pi) (in our case, m i ~ { 1,..,3} corresponding to the set {Low, Medium, High} qual- 

ity assesmaents). As propagated datum is the one correslx)nding to the best quality assessment, the maxi- 
mization over all possible Pid is implicitly performed at level i- 1, and ;~Pi) may he considered as one of a 

set of possible fixed distributions at level i. At the moment, as TD messages, we propagate requests for 
focusing the atlention on particular subareas. In the bootstrap phase the r: messages may be viewed as: 

x(Pi)=(dim{Pi})-l, being dim{Pi} the number of,all possible different parameters settings at level i. This 

means that local regulation parameters are equally probable ('capable of obtai|fing the s~une quality 
judgemen0 in absence of a-priori expectations. If focus of attention suggestions ,are propagated all plevi- 
ously used regulation parameters, say {~}, wer~ not suited with respect to higher level's quality ~scss- 

ments: thus, their associated probabilities may be reassigned among all not yet used regulation p~munetet~ 
at level i. This way, the maximization over all possible Pvl has no longer effect, that is: 

n(Pi) = (dim {Pi}-dim{~})-I ifpi ~ {~1 and r4T'i) = 0 ifPi ~ {~}. In the pro[xxsed system, every module 

receives this way fixed ~ and rc messages: the maximization of'i(Pi) over all possible Pi is the otdy one to 

be performed. 

4 Module Description and Resul t s  
The so~wam implemented system is composed by four independent processing modules (Camera, Pre- 

processing, Edge-Extraction, and Line-Detection, see Fig.l), each one ,associated with a specilic pl~tse of 
the low-level interpretation process [MRI]. The goal of each module is to find the local regulation-pa- 
rameter vector producing the best possible result of the overall processing chain lot every window the da- 
tum is divided halo. On the basis of the quality judgements, the module cm~ decide to tm~e local parrane- 
ters, to propagate the datum, or to propagate a TD message specifying the windows that must be im- 
proved. 

The camera module simulates the optical sensor's behaviour. The optical seaxsor allows the regulation of 
four acquisition parameters: focus, aperture, black level, and eleclrolfic gain. This module does not explic- 
itly receive BU messages, but obtains new evidence from the environment by acquiring new data. The 
criteria to evaluate the quality of image acquisition are provided by the classic low-level algorithms 
[Krl,Hol] regarding the analyses of the histogram and of the high-flequency content of an image 
(gradient analysis). In Fig.3 shows a couple of two images (aerial 2, left, and aerial_4) of an it~door scene 
with different degrees of focusing. In FigA, it can be noticed that the cost functiotl on the image windows 
(which am indicated by yl-xl, yl-x2,.., y4-x4, from left to fight, and from top to bottom) succeeds in dis- 
criminathlg between better and worse defined image areas (aerial_4), so allowing the detection of win- 
dows to be improved. 

The Perona-Malik f'tlter [PMI] is applied to an image in order to eliminate noise, while preserving the 
information about the image contours. The Perona-Malik is an adaptive (aJfisotropic) type of faltering 
based on a diffusion process, that encourages smoothing operations in those image parts where there am 
no edges. The outcome of this algorithm is a ftltered image, so the quality parameters and the procedures 
for obtaining a global quality assessment are the same as the rams described for the camera module. The 
regulation phase controls the number of iterations of the filtering process in order to prevent the algorithm 
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from reaching a saturation state. Preprocessing results are not shown, as the application of the Perona-Ma- 
lik filter to nearly noiseless images (like the analyzed ones), yields negligible results, according to a pure 
visual criterion. 

The third module consists in an edge-detection filtering performed by means of the CaJmy algorithm 
[Cal]. For this algorithm, we regulate the two thresholds for the hysteresis process that has to be applied 
to the detecled edge points. Heuristic criteria have been chosen for quality ~ e n t ,  such as the number 
of edges, the number of edge points, the number of long edges, and the number of connections among 
edges. These criteria give a quantitative judgement on the ufform,ative content of the image. Fig.5 gives 
the results of the edge-extraction process performed on one of the images (aerial__2); they were obtained 
by using two different settings of the Canny algorithm thresholds. In the right image, the parameters have 
been relaxed by the regulation process in order to take into accom~t also less "informative" edges. 

The main goal of the Line-Detection module is the production of the "best" scene representation by 
means of straight lhw.s extracted through the Hough tr',utsform [1KI], on the "basis of the dill~i~enfly pro- 
cessed edge images obtained by the edge-extractor module. Actually, this module can neither propagate 
evaluated data nor receive TD suggesfious from higher modules, and caJmot not yet adaptively regulate 
its local processing parameters. The goal ks reached by performing a data fusion on all the binary edge 
images based on their relaled quality ,'~sessments (i.e., accumulators in the Hough space are i n c ~ e d  by 
a value proportional to the quality judgement o,i the window contahmig the relalcd edge). Fig.6 shows the 
results of the Line-Deteclion module after having fused in the Hough space and backpi~jccted in the 
~ i a n  space one (righ0 and three of the edge images (the edges of aerial_4 image and the ones of 
aerial_2 images, respectively obtained by using default and relaxed settings). An improvement in the de- 
tection of rectilinear segments can be noted; this is particularly evident after the third fusion (in the right 
image), where meaningful segments appear, though with no substantial modificalions to file l~ll ~cenc 
sll'UCture. 

MODULE 

Camera 

l ~ s i n g  

Edge-Extracfon 

I.Jne-Detection 

QUALITY llARAblI~ |;i,;1~ 

Tenealgmd, Fl~less, Entmpy, Low/High Saluration, 

Lowesl/Highest Level~ Histog~n Oa~ulged-Modes 

Edges Number, Long Edges Ntnnber, ColU'll~led Edges 

Numbe 5 Edge Points Number 

nOI1C 

REGULATION PARAMI~rERS 

F~cus, Apetlum, Black Level, �9 "Ehzct~otfic Gain 

Iterafons Number 

Low Hysteresis 'llueshold 

ttigh Hysteresis Threshold 

NOlle 

Table 1. Quality mid regulation par, ulw.ters for each module in lhe pax:essh~g daah~. 

6 Conc lus ions  
A framework for the regulation of image-processing phases h~  been presented. The actual system in- 

cludes four regulation modules, each coupled to a different processing step. This subdivision allows one 
to define a set of intermediate abstraction levels at which to perform the matc~ags necessary to gradually 
obtain a robust image interpretation. Each module ks provided with a-priori knowledge represented by 
regulation parameters for controlling local data transformalions, and by quality parameters for a quantita- 
tive assessment of transformed data. Estimation of the best transformation parameters to be progressively 
applied to input data is based on belief revision theory, according to the MPE criterion. When a solution 
to the BR problem ks fotmd, a suboptimal estimation of regulatibn parameters at all system levels ks 
reached. As a single prototype has been developed for each module, the system can he implemented on 
parallel architecture. 
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Fig.2 - ~ message generation 

Fig.3 - Samph: of Ihe set of images acxluircd wilh diffcrcnI 

focus settings (aerial_2 and ae.rial_4(right)) 

Fig.4 - Profile of the ,cost function at the careen, level 
on all windows of d=e image of  Fig. 3 (aerial_4) 

Fig.5 - Outcome of the edge-extraction module of the 
aerial_2 image with different so!tings of SI and $2 
thresholds (right, after regulation) 

Fig.6 - Outcome of line-dctectlon module after the 

backprojcclion of one (loll) and three (righl) 

images after cdge-r regulation 


